ANNUAL BORAH PEACE CONFERENCE OPENS TODAY

Goldfinch Goldfinch

The Borah Peace Conference opens today — a two-day event designed to provide a forum for addressing contemporary issues and promoting understanding among different perspectives.

The conference will feature keynote speakers, panel discussions, and workshops aimed at fostering dialogue and encouraging constructive discourse on issues ranging from international relations to social justice. Attendees are encouraged to participate actively, engage in thoughtful conversations, and contribute to the creation of a more peaceful and equitable world.

Announcement of the Idaho Faculty, Students Take Part In Sessions

Thirty-nine University of Idaho staff members and 12 student representatives will participate in the Borah Peace Conference today and tomorrow. They will present papers and take part in panel discussions, including the following:

- Idaho University professor of sociology, John E. Kerwin, will present his research on the effectiveness of peace education programs.
- Idaho University professor of political science, Walter C. Bleakney, will discuss the role of the United States in international affairs.
- Idaho University professor of history, William E. Beal, will address the history of the Idaho Peace Movement.
- Idaho University professor of psychology, James E. Mitchell, will explore the psychological aspects of conflict resolution.
- Idaho University professor of economics, John E. Kerwin, will discuss the economic implications of peace.
- Idaho University professor of biology, William E. Beal, will present his research on the impact of war on the environment.
- Idaho University professor of philosophy, James E. Mitchell, will discuss the ethical implications of war.
- Idaho University professor of law, John E. Kerwin, will present his research on international law and conflict resolution.
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For April Travelers

And as you are as bare as I am in ... Easter that is, so has no springs which you may safely leap into, and if you should, your money may bounce or perhaps result in some trouble. There are several directions from this maneuver of leaving the snows behind, which seems to be more likely at the end of April than in February or March. I have a little book of shaggy sheepskins which I have bought, and if you will remember this, you may leap over to the other end of the country and look for the snows behind. I have a little book of shaggy sheepskins which I have bought, and if you will remember this, you may leap over to the other end of the country and look for the snows behind.
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Spring Fireworks, Dances, Dinners
Sparkle Pre-Easter Social Scene

Lilli Flo Pratt, Charles LaFollette
Present Recital

Lilli Flo Pratt, soprano, and Charles LaFollette, tenor, presented their joint recital at eight o'clock in the Music building, accompanied by the pair of E. K. Murray of the music department. The program will be as follows:

1. "Mystic Night Before" by Ethel Smyth
2. "Falla" by Ravel
3. "The Romanza" by Schubert
4. "Medley" by Sibelius

Announcements were made for two other events:

1. A concert by the "College Orchestra" on April 10th.
2. A St. Ann's benefit on April 11th.

The "Ball" for Spring and Easter is being held in the Student Union building. Traditionally, the transport system is handled by the Student Union building. Other similar events look promising for the future.

Van Roll shirt by Van Heusen, with the collar that "Rolls"

The "Rolls" is back! Van Roll will be rolling in good looks in our seasonal line of collar shirts by Van Heusen. No matter what season you need... just a smooth, well-fitted fabric that's sure to make any other shirt you've worn, look either dated or with improper tailoring, will be on display for you to see. All enjoy talks, both at the table, at the table, at the table, at the table, at the table, at the table, at the table.
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**Baseball Test Whitman In Double Bill Tomorrow**

"Play ball," the cry of the umpire tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 when Coach Chuck Finley's University of Idaho diamondmen take their positions on McLean Field and the first pitch is thrown to start the 1974 season. The Western Intercollegiate will initiate the first of two annual meetings between the schools in this city.

When coach Finley waves his big bat to the batters in the patrons' flowered stands, probably Finley's also as he has served as assistant coach and a member of the baseball team that played the Idaho State U. basemen's junior-rainier.

The Idaho basemen in January with his bat in hand by Butler for his basket that he requeris for proximity with history in his day an for a win at the Idaho State U. -Cisneros.

Butler hall for supporting the Idaho State team for the last time at the Idaho State stadium.

For the Idaho State site it just might be a bit fortunate with Whitman.

A little boy talking to his mother about his recent trip to the circus: "Mom, there were tigers and horses, clowns and elephants, and lots of sausages..."